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LOGLINE 
A disturbing mystery lurks on an old backwoods farm brought to 

new light when a traveling camera team arrives... seeking the one 

and only Hans Crippleton. 

SYNOPSIS 
With an eccentric cast of characters, amazing SFX and 

outrageous story, Hans Crippleton: Talk to the Hans introduces 

us to a backwoods family plagued by a mysterious zombie curse. 

Enter Barnaby Hunt, host of Horror Hunts, a show dedicated to 

bringing you the story behind: horror legends, supernatural 

occurrences and the macabre. We find Barnaby on Sukkin Booz 

farm which is inhabited by Hans Crippleton and his inbred family 

members. 

Barnaby and his camera crew are swept into the backwoods ways 

of this disturbing family and are along for the ride as they 

uncover the mystery behind the Crippleton family zombie curse. 

Hans Crippleton (the leader of the pack) is the star of the show as 

we witness his rise and fall from fame. And let’s just say he gets 

into a lot of mischief with his little hand and proud hump.  

Some may fear for their life when encountering the Crippleton’s 

because… well let’s be honest, they look like they would eat the 

flesh right off your bones, but for those who get to know them, 

you may just find out you’d like to stick around for the boozin’ 

and floozin’. 



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT- JIMMY LEE COMBS 
When you make a zombie comedy like Hans Crippleton: Talk to the Hans you strive to 

break the mold and do something different with the genre… I truly believe we have done 

just that with our outrageous film. 

My first encounter with the Hans was quite a memorable one! I was invited to the 13th Floor 

Haunted House by Kevon Ward and popping out from the crowd; I was greeted by the one 

and only Hans Crippleton. Seeing him interact with random people (in very obtrusive ways) 

and how well received his character was by the customers of the haunted house, I knew 

Hans had to be made into a horror comedy. Within months pre-production had began.  

My experience making this film has been the best of my career and was blessed with 

amazing talent to work with. We built a family on set and had fun every day of shooting. I 

knew from the beginning that this high energy on set would be seen and felt on screen. We 

made the film with complete freedom; never afraid if we were going to cross the line…. 

okay maybe once or twice we were.  

My favorite aspect of the film is that underneath the outrageous comedic moments there’s 

a story rich with developing characters and an important statement that in the politically 

correct world we live in today, Hans Crippleton: Talk to the Hans is more relevant than 

ever. Hans Crippleton is not only a symbol for political incorrectness but also shows that 

someone with a disability shouldn’t be looked down upon. As Hans proves, he can do 

anything with his little hand and big dreams.    

 



PRODUCER’S STATEMENT- KEVON WARD 
The dream of becoming a filmmaker is the most ambitious pursuit I've ever taken—a pursuit commonly shared by developing 

artists all over. The passion to create is simply innate and becomes the driving factor in the refinement of the knowledge, talent 

and skills required of this laborious craft. But then comes the hard part. The greatest roadblock, most emerging filmmakers would 

agree, becomes the financial burden of turning that passion into a product that is tangible and complete. Talent, skill and drive 

often wither and die without the support of the pocketbook, and so it becomes intimidating to buckle down and make a movie. 

With Hans Crippleton: Talk to the Hans, I saw a tremendously high order to fill in the way of intense makeup transformations, 

special effects fabrication, dependable location options, arduous post production, dedicated cast and crew, and full blown event 

planning when it came to specific climatic shots. Without ever allocating finances to create a budget, I'm proud to say that we all 

banded together and completed this movie in less than a year's worth of time, from the first script draft to test screening. Looking 

back on this experience, my biggest advice is to simply just get started. 

My fire was burning and I didn't want to wait for donations to grow through a kick starter or other crowd funding. I can't say how 

much was spent on this film, because I didn't keep a financial log, but I can say that I found the financial burden tolerable by 

means of paying as we went. The road wasn't easy, but the most rewarding experiences we'll have never are. I worked three jobs 

during all phases of Hans Crippleton: Talk to the Hans, fantasizing about the final cut of the movie as a way to keep me going. I 

made it a point to never be idle. The money earned had a specific purpose and so did the precious spare time I could afford. 

One of the greatest things, I learned is that creating awareness will be one of the most invaluable components to making your film 

a reality. Excitement can be contagious; it was for us. I was gifted with a dedicated cast and crew and other supporting players 

that wanted to make this vision realized. With each newcomer on board, resources, locations and talent became more and more 

available. 

So I want to end with some advice. Before you jump in to what may seem impossible or unrealistic, do this: jump in before you 

talk yourself out of it. The financial aspect may seem daunting, but go in expecting to work hard as you go. It doesn't have to be 

easy in order to be fun. Enjoy the process and expect difficulty and bumps along the way. Expect stress, but expect good times 

and good memories to go with it. The knowledge, resources and help may seem in short supply at first, but you'll be amazed at 
the help which crops up along the way, in addition to the latent education you'll receive. If you never make your start, you'll 
never know. 

 



 



 
CAST BIOGRAPHIES 

Kevon Ward- Hans Crippleton 
Kevon Ward was born and raised in Rock Springs, WY. Growing up, 

he always had a passion for entertainment. He began writing stories 

and creating home movies at a young age. Pursuing the love for the 

craft, he became active in art and theatre during high school, 

portraying a variety of roles from drama to comedy.  

Through set building and makeup, Kevon worked for a variety of 

haunted houses which likewise called for actors. Kevon gave haunted 

house acting a shot and so through scaring and creeping, he was 

back at it acting. His passions were reignited. Once graduating 

college in 2009, Kevon had two ambitions to feed (SFX and acting.) 

Kevon began to offer his acting for various independent film work 

such as The Good Neighbor, Wash Park, Reign of the Vampire and A 

Story in Black and White. Kevon hopes to further develop as both an 

artist and actor. He hopes to play characters from all varieties and 

further hone his work as a special effects artist with any and all 

challenges to come. 

Heath Heine- Cousin Bumpkin 
Standing out in a crowd with charm, personality and humor, Heath 

has been able to command the leading role in over 60 films. Apart 

from that Heath has held positions in 200 other films from co-star and 

featured to extra and crew member. 

Heath recently took hold of the reigns as Producer/Actor on several 

projects from music videos to short films and commercials. When he 

is not filming Heath is the CEO of Clearview windshield repair; a 

rapidly growing grass roots company supplying the demands of one 

of the world's largest markets, the automotive industry.  

Heath has been married to the woman of his dreams since October 

2010. He has a loving sister, family and many friends that all make up 

what he refers to as "my loving human support system." 

In a recent interview Heath stated he would from this point forward 

give half of his earnings from the film industry to help those in need in 

Jesus name. I say we test him in this by giving Heath more paid 

filmwork. 

Andy Hankins- Barnaby Hunt 
Andy Hankins was born in Arizona, and he lived in 

Denver, Bermuda and Savannah, Georgia until his family 

laid down roots in Aurora, Colorado in 1965. He enjoys 

traveling, and has visited various cities around the world 

as a result of being a 25-year member of the Denver 

Dance/Show Band “The Nacho Men”. Andy now enjoys 

being a Denver-based actor, performing in a diverse 

collection of independently produced feature films, short 

films, and live theatre, as well as multiple industrial films 

and television commercials. He currently studies with 

Benjy Dobrin Studios and Risk Factor - Action Training 

Center, and he is represented by Big Fish Talent.  

Andy felt fortunate to work alongside a stellar cast for the 

Denver Vintage Theatre’s live production of the 

controversial play “Equus” in 2011. His favorite film 

projects to date include “Steven King's Popsy”, “Andover 

High”, “Estanged”, “Union for the Night”, and most 

recently the science fiction action adventure “Star 

Raiders: The Adventures of Saber Raine”. And, of course, 

"Hans Crippleton: Talk to the Hans", which will always 

remain a fond highlight.  Andy is excited to reunite with 

some of his favorite local artists for this unique, hilarious 

production! 

Katie Bevard- One Legged Sis 
Katie Bevard lives and works as an actress in the Denver 

area. She is enjoying writing, producing and acting in the 

second season of the comedic web series Mom of the 

Year. Katie is also known for her roles as June Fisher in 

The Aviation Cocktail and Shannon O’Neal in The Creep 

Behind the Camera. Look for her most recent film project 

Hans Crippleton: Talk to the Hans set to hit the film fest 

circuit mid-2015. Katie has several hosting credits to her 

resume and enjoyed her time as the host of Podcast 

Salad. Katie is an avid runner and is currently training for 

her 6th half-marathon. This helps to off-set her French fry 

addiction. She studied biology at Colorado State 

University and works as a biologist in her spare time. 

 



 

CREW BIOGRAPHIES 

Jimmy Lee Combs- Director, Editor, Director of 
Photography, Actor  
Jimmy Lee’s passion for cinema at a very young age paved 

the way for his inevitable acting and filmmaking career. He 

began taking acting classes and his first experience on a 

film set was “The Surfer King” (2006) starring Alan Thicke, 

Lindsay Wagner and Gabriel Iglesias.  

During his time on set, he developed a fascination for what 

goes on behind the camera and over the years has taken 

on positions such as production assistant, producer and 

assistant director to gain experience.  

With a drive to tell stories and make movies, Jimmy Lee 

founded Heart and Fire Productions in 2006 with the focus 

on story, characters and entertainment through a diversity 

of genres.  

With his creative partners Kevon Ward and Stefan 

Knowles, Heart and Fire Productions has built a solid SFX 

team emphasizing the use of practical effects but believes 

in the marriage of both practical and CGI with today’s 

technology to deliver the ultimate viewing experience to 

their audience. 

Jimmy Lee has made several short films, one of which was 

for the 48 Hour Film Project in 2012, another for the “ABC’s 

of Death 2” competition (2013) and one for the Horror 

Block/Rue Morgue Magazine Short Film Fest competition 

(2015). Hans Crippleton: Talk to the Hans (2014) marks 

Jimmy Lee’s feature film debut.  

Jimmy Lee also founded the Unity Film Festival in 2013 

which unites filmmakers, actors and industry professionals 

to celebrate independent filmmaking.   

 

 

 

Kevon Ward- Writer, Producer, Lead SFX Artist, 
Actor 
Kevon put acting temporally to rest when he moved out to 

Denver at the age of 18 to attend the Art Institute of Colorado. 

During the course of his study, he became involved with the 

world of Special Effects (from set design to fabrication to 

specialty makeup).  

Kevon maintained film ventures while still working primarily as 

SFX fabricator for several haunted houses such as Primitive 

Fear, The 13th Floor, The Asylum, Rob Zombie's Great 

American Nightmare, Bennett's Curse, and Mile High Farms 

among others. While employed at Primitive Fear, Kevon 

developed his iconic character Hans Crippleton (a satire on 

backwoods horror) which later manifested into an eponymously 

titled feature film Hans Crippleton: Talk to the Hans.  

He became active in local film work such as Gray Matter, 

Crustacean and White Orb where he created a variety of 

creature makeups, animatronics and props, all the while 

squeezing in as many auditions as possible.  

With this personal film commitment at hand, Kevon worked as 

writer, producer, lead actor and primary SFX artist for multiple 

zombies, monsters and other cooky characters on Hans 

Crippleton: Talk to the Hans. Kevon's love for the artistry behind 

a work of film thrives stronger than ever.  

 



 

 

 

Cristofer Adrian- Visual Effects Artist 
Cristofer Adrian has owned a Special Effects company 

since 1998 and has always strived to create top notch 

visual effects.  Currently located in Denver Colorado, 

DREAMSCHEME STUDIOS provides Design, 

Production, and Post Production services to local 

companies.   

The physical effects studio creates props, sets, devices, 

and armored costumes for Film, Television and 

Museums.  Previous clients have included Pixar, Hasbro, 

Discovery Channel, Sony and Dreamworks.    

The studio also specializes in post production digital 

compositing, animation, and design and execution of Title 

Sequences for film and TV. 

After 17 years in the industry, he continues to strive 

forward with cutting edge artistry and techniques. 

Elizabeth Fitter- SFX Artist 
Elizabeth began her special effects makeup career 

working for several local haunted houses in the Denver 

area. She has provided special effects makeup for 

commercials, fashion events, short films, as well as 

feature length films.  

Originally from Kansas City, Missouri, Elizabeth moved to 

Colorado to pursue an education. She graduated from 

Metropolitan State University of Denver with a bachelor's 

in psychology and a minor in art. Her favorite holiday is 

unsurprisingly Halloween and she has a fondness for 

animals.  

Elizabeth looks forward to networking further in the film 

industry and to continue her work in special effects 

makeup. 

 

Kevin Wilson- Sound Mixer 
Accredited as an editor with multiple projects listed on IMDb, 

Kevin D Wilson is creative within the Post-Production world but 

with the mindset of a producer.  After starting his Studio at a 

young age, Kevin has gone to work on many Feature Length 

films, as well as creating promotional material for prestigious 

companies worldwide. 

From an early Age telling stories, putting on shows for his family 

and neighbors and creating small home movies, which he would 

edit via two VCRs, have always fascinated him.  During High 

School Kevin took this passion to a deeper level and enrolled in 

the video production class.  After working his way up the ranks, 

becoming the lead editor for the school, which led him to work 

his first professional production job with the Sheriff’s 

Department.  

He then continued his education at the Colorado Film School, 

which honed his skills evolving his status from a film student into 

a filmmaker with many projects and jobs outside of the school 

setting.  His company has continued to grow, working with many 

Directors and companies helping them tell their story. 

 

 



 

SELECTED PRESS 
"This has been described as an ''outrageous zombie comedy'' and 

it is; it's actually given the zombie subgenre the refreshing kick up 

the arse it needed by bringing something original to the table. I 

believe we have a cult classic on our hands. That was everything I 

wanted and so much more. Awesome satire!" -Attack of the Couch 

Potato  
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SELECTED PRESS 
"This has been described as an ''outrageous zombie comedy'' and 

it is; it's actually given the zombie subgenre the refreshing kick up 

the arse it needed by bringing something original to the table. I 

believe we have a cult classic on our hands. That was everything I 

wanted and so much more. Awesome satire!" 8 out of 10 -Attack 

of the Couch Potato  

"Hans Crippleton is one of the most unique and original horror 

comedies to come around in years. If you're not laughing, you're 

cringing at outrageous gore...Total non-stop fun!" –Malevolent 

Magazine 

"You have never seen a movie like this before, nor are you likely 

to do so again anytime soon! If you are into indie flicks you should 

see this one!" 8 out 0f 10 -The Flick Fanatic 

"This film to me is like Mel Brooks made a zombie movie." -Thy 

Demons Be Scribblin 

"In a nutshell this is IMO a brilliant and quite unique film, one that 

stands head and shoulders above the more commonly distributed 

and swiftly produced low budget 'B' movie." -Thy Demons Be 

Scribblin 

"Some films I’ve seen with a much higher budget haven’t 

accomplished as much. Somehow, this film can camouflage itself 

as a million dollar feature due to the professionalism and skill in 

the prosthetics/special effects department and for the amount of 

effort put into erecting such large scale, realistic sets." -Horror 

Society 


